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The need to meet stones with tigers speaks to a subtlety, and to an experience, unique to 

literary and conceptual analysis. Perhaps the meeting appears as much natural, even familiar, as it does 

curious or unexpected, and the same might be said of meeting Pu Songling (1640-1715) with Jorge 

Luis Borges (1899-1986), a dialogue that reveals itself as much in these authors’ shared artistic and 

ideational concerns as in historical incident, most notably Borges’ interest in and attested admiration 

for Pu’s work. To speak of stones and tigers in these authors’ works is to trace interwoven 

contrapuntal (i.e., fugal) themes central to their composition, in particular the mutually constitutive 

themes of time, infinity, dreaming, recursion, literature, and liminality. To engage with these themes, 

let alone analyze them, presupposes, incredibly, a certain arcane facility in navigating the conceptual 

folds of infinity, in conceiving a space that appears, impossibly, at once both inconceivable and also 

quintessentially conceptual. Given, then, the difficulties at hand, let the following notes, this solitary 

episode in tracing the endlessly perplexing contrapuntal forms that life and life-like substances 

embody, double as a practical exercise in developing and strengthening dynamic “methodologies of the 

infinite.”  

The combination, broadly conceived, of stones and tigers figures prominently in both authors’ 

writings. In “Borges and I,” the “I” paused at a gateway relates how “Spinoza believed that all things 

wish to go on being what they are—stone wishes eternally to be stone, and tiger, to be tiger,” 
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contrasting these things with himself and his fateful “falling away,” with his being “doomed” to 

“fleeting moments,”  to being something that goes on eternally not being what it is.  At first glance, it 1

might seem that “stones” and “tigers” are acting here only as empty placeholders for a universal, 

general property shared by “all things,” viz., all ontological beings. Or, it might seem that “stones” and 

“tigers” are merely rhetorically and aesthetically pleasing contingencies, and that the question of their 

aesthetic value should be separated from Spinoza’s ontological question. Or, one might here emphasize 

Borges’ explanatory intentions, how choosing tigers as an exemplar of thinghood is a means to 

demonstrate that the type of thinghood in question is inclusive of animate as well as inanimate beings. 

These normalizing or minimizing explanations can hardly account, though, for, among other 

things, the prominence of stone imagery and tiger imagery elsewhere in Borges’ works, nor can they 

adequately explain the consistency with which Borges integrates stone and tiger imagery. The 

overabundance of relevant images renders their comprehensive treatment elusive, and here only 

highlights will be mentioned. In “A Dialogue between Dead Men,” stone and tiger imagery is 

instantiated in a conceptual and thematic context that closely parallels that of “Borges and I,” topics of 

fear, fate, and historical memory being discussed by two important and violent Argentine historical 

personages who appear in the story as dead men occupying an otherworldly realm and still carrying 

their death wounds. Juan Facundo Quiroga, “ten or twelve mortal wounds furrow[ing] his body, like 

the stripes on a tiger’s skin,” relates to Juan Manuel de Rosas that “"[s]tones want to go on being 

stones, too, forever and ever [...] And for centuries they are stones—until they crumble into dust.”   2

The infamous zahir in “The Zahir” appears, of course, both as a tiger and as, possibly, the 

center of a stone, and the “map of the world” that the monk in “The Zahir” attempts to produce in his 

1 Borges 1998: 324. 
2 Ibid. 304-306. 
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cell, viz., the “monstrous image” of a recursive tiger of all tigers, is a tiger representation produced on a 

stone surface.  In “The Circular Ruins” a key enclosure is described as being “crowned by the stone 3

figure of a horse or tiger.”  This indeterminacy as to whether the representation is a horse or tiger 4

reappears in similar form elsewhere in Borges’ work and relates significantly to questions of time, 

infinity, and abstraction. In “The Immortal,” the memory of the city of the immortals that the 

protagonist holds is as much metaphor and abstraction as it is reality, partly reappearing to him not 

simply as a city “built on a stone plateau”  but as abstract, quasi-metaphorical forms, including, 5

critically, as a multi-headed beast, “the body of a tiger or a bull pullulating with teeth, organs, and 

heads monstrously yoked together yet hating each other.”  This beast can be conceptualized relative to 6

the indeterminate stone figure in “The Circular Ruins,” the potentiality and possibility represented in 

the stone figure’s indeterminacy relatable to the multi-headed beast in its capacity as a mythological 

multiplicity. Likewise, in “Dreamtigers,” attempts actively, lucidly to dream the tigers of one’s youth 

and one’s dreams yield not tigers per se but only approximate forms, beings often “more like a dog or 

bird than like a tiger,”  as if the logic of dreams, despite itself being fully constituted in will and desire, 7

were nevertheless resistant to will and desire’s direct manipulation. 

For Borges’ arguably most extended meditation on the philosophical, even metaphysical, 

connections between stones and tigers, one should, perhaps, turn to his famous story, “Blue Tigers,” in 

which the Borges-esque protagonist, a “professor of Eastern and Western logic” who “consecrates [his] 

Sundays to a seminar on the philosophy of Spinoza,” and whose descriptions of his dreams of tigers 

closely parallels elements of the descriptions in “Dream Tiger,” goes out in search of rumored blue 

3 Ibid. 242-249. 
4 Ibid. 96. 
5 Ibid. 186. 
6 Ibid. 188. 
7 Ibid. 294. 
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tigers, only to find impossible blue stones whose number changes impossibly, sporadically and 

randomly.  One should also here cite Borges’ “The Writing of the God,” which centrally combines the 8

image of the stone prison -- whose floor and hence whose foundation “is also of stone” the narrator 

insists on telling readers -- with that of an imprisoned tiger, the prisoner protagonist finding universal 

meaning in the tiger’s skin whose patterns seem to possess a reflective depth and significance 

paralleling that found in the painting in “The Zahir” mentioned above of the tiger of all tigers, that 

recursive “map of the world” created by the Sufi monk in a monastic cell.   9

 In Pu Songling’s Liaozhai zhiyi, stones and tigers also abound, combining to create an 

aesthetic, experiential, and conceptual space that resonates deeply with Borges’ works. In Pu’s “The 

Black Beast,” Pu showcases tiger and a black beast’s acting in an unnatural yet strangely familiar 

fashion.  The tiger in this story, unable to offer to the black beast a promised felled deer that it had 

buried for safekeeping but which had been stolen, consents to its own punishment and execution, 

gravely bowing before the beast and offering up its exposed neck. Pu in his commentary to this text 

emphasizes the strangeness of one beast submitting to another beast of similar strength, while also 

observing that “[e]verything in existence is subject to the mastery of something else, for reasons that 

cannot be explained.”   10

Rendered in this story is a liminal space whose logic can be related profitably to classical 

Freudian notions of the uncanny in which senses of familiarity and unfamiliarity interweave, repressed 

mental content reappearing in a displaced or distorted form, its presence felt in unexpected, seemingly 

unintended capacities.  The Freudian connection is important to note, as adaptations of the Freudian 11

8 Ibid. 494-504. 
9 Ibid. 250-254. 
10 Pu 2008.2: 602-603. 凡物各有所制，理不可解。 
11 Freud 1978: 219-252. 
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uncanny have figured significantly in English language secondary literature on Pu Songling, albeit not 

entirely in ways that are either immediately obvious or beyond contention. In this vein, Lydia 

Sing-chen Chiang characterizes Judith Zeitlin in her work Historian of the Strange (1997) as “hastily 

dismissing” Freud while also employing a conception of the strange that significantly parallels Freud’s 

conception of the uncanny, thereby evidencing a “theoretical ambivalence” that Chiang believes, 

rightly I would contend, “leads to [...] problems in Zeitin’s analysis.”   12

As for methodology and theoretical apparatuses, it seems that a lot of confusion can be traced 

to the conceptual difficulty inherent in conceiving of abstract systems and sets of relationships that can 

readily be perceived across a variety of transpositional forms, whether conceptual, visual, experiential, 

or otherwise. and that arguably do not even possess any singular, “originary” point of reference. An 

element of the “theoretical ambivalence” of Zeitlin’s analysis of recursive and meta-literary forms in Pu 

Songling’s work appears, in my opinion, in the limitation of its scope to mostly linguistic, often 

“punning” and ironic forms, thereby obscuring recursivity and self-reference in their capacities as 

paradigmatically transmodal forms that not only manifest themselves visually and experientially but 

which are experienced to be almost constitutive of time and space itself.  To appreciate as theorists 13

these more sublime forms of recursion and infinite recursion is to develop methods for formalizing 

general principles of transposition and isomorphism for relating any given combination of 

representational modalities. 

The tiger’s and beast’s behavior seems to produce its precise experiential effect through 

crystallizing provocative human-like behavior, then transposing it onto non-human beings. Notice, 

though, that, even prior to transposition, this ostensible humanness already exudes liminality on the 

12 Chiang 2005: 76. 
13 Especially Zeitlin 1997: 132-182. 
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conceptual level, in that the distinguishing mark, the trait that appears distinctly human and strangely 

familiar even when possessed by nonhuman characters, is not rationality proper but a contradictory 

combination of both rationality and irrationality, a form of rationalized irrationality, and an 

upholding of arbitrary, extreme ratios as if they were some kind of natural fact. The oblique dynamic is 

almost such that if rationality is a signpost on the road toward higher consciousness, higher 

consciousness can then be designated not by signs of rationality but by signs of irrationality, 

specifically deliberate, purposeful irrationality, rationalized irrationality. When reappearing in the 

behavior of the tiger and the black beast, this implicitly alien component to human behavior is 

revealed or at least accentuated in ways that only the transposition allows; only when appearing in an 

alien form does human nature reveal its intrinsically alien, and self-alienating, capacities. Or, to borrow 

Borges’ phrasing from his remarks in “When Fiction Lives in Fiction” on the effects of Hamlet’s 

recursive elements, viz., the effects of there being staged a version of play “Hamlet” within the play 

“Hamlet,” one could characterize the transposition as “mak[ing] reality appear unreal to us.”  14

Incredibly, Pu connects this strange scene with another unnatural story from the natural 

world, in which a race of brown monkeys are said to live in submission to and fear of a race of golden 

monkeys. Pu describes an impressively ritualistic setting, in which the apparently submissive brown 

monkeys, in a state of almost sublime trance, spontaneously create -- or, perhaps, recreate -- a social 

system in which stones designate the quality of particular victims: 

If [the brown monkeys] see one in the distance, tens or even hundreds of them will gather together, line up in a 

kneeling position, and make no attempt to escape. They’ll stare, holding their breath as they hear the golden monkey 

coming, its claws out, ready to separate the fat monkeys from the thin ones; the fat ones will even place a bit of stone of 

[sic] top of their heads to mark themselves. The brown monkeys put the stones on their heads and then prostate 

14 Borges 2000: 161. 
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themselves, paralyzed by fear, and succumb to their terror. They golden monkey notices the stone signs and stops at them, 

then one after another he takes off the stones and selects those monkeys to eat, while the others noisily scatter.  15

Whereas the tiger is bound by an extreme code of honor, the brown monkeys are frozen in 

Burkean sublimity.   16

In both authors, stones and tigers perform complex roles that are, at once, thematic yet 

conceptual, purposeful yet accidental, real and material yet illusory and dream-like. In the case of the 

stone, perhaps it is a tendency toward smoothness, circularity, wholeness, and permanence that lends it 

its transcendental associations. Considering this set of associations, one can here generalize the above 

insights connected to Freudian conceptions of the uncanny, and regard stones as typifying not simply 

permanence in some unmediated sense but rather permanence as, like infinity, an impossible, even 

unthinkable entity, viz., permanence qua impermanence, permanence in its capacity as always already 

impermanent, hence as being not and “falling away” in a sense comparable to that which the “I” in 

“Borges and I” laments. One is almost here to attempt the impossible, and attempt to think the 

impossible, to conceive of an entity that is simultaneously, contradictorily, both stone as well as dust, 

an entity that is, then, always already what it will and will not be. Alternately, one can approach the 

question of the stone’s transcendental character by addressing it as a composite phenomenon, stone as, 

for example, something that combines naturalness with countability and abstraction, a matter 

particularly relevant to the task of analyzing the impossible contrary forms (e.g., uncountable stones) 

on which Borges in “Blue Tigers” meditates. 

The tiger, by contrast, is transcendental in its intimacy with pure forms of not only beauty but 

also violence and domination, and arguably it is this intimacy that lends the tiger its accessibility to 

one’s childhood sense and, hence, so formative of unconscious and foundational forms of dreams and 

15 Pu 2008.2: 603. 
16 Burke 2015. 
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desire. Whereas the stone is an ideal surface on which to inscribe significant patterns and, hence, 

writing, the tiger is a beautifully patterned beast to whose patterns can be ascribed transcendental 

significance, as if in these patterns can be represented any and all conceivable thought or experience. 

For both Pu and Borges, stones and tigers appear deeply implicated in and inextricable from 

thematic and ideational explorations of time, immortality, and infinity. Borges in “When Fiction Lives 

in Fiction” emphasizes the visual and spatial components of infinity, relating how he “owe[s] [his] first 

inkling of the problem of infinity to [the image on a] large biscuit tin that was a source of vertiginous 

mystery during [his] childhood [...] in a corner [of which] the same biscuit tin reappeared with the 

same picture, and in the same picture again, and so (at least by implication) infinitely.”  Here the 17

negative spatial and visual space that self-reference presupposes is mappable onto the physical blank 

space in the mega-biscuit-tin-image in which the reduplication, and its reduplication ad infinitum, is 

able to occur. To return to a point made regarding the limitations of Zeitlin’s scope of analysis, the 

success of one’s analytical endeavors seems to hinges upon the ability to conceive clearly general 

principles of transposition, means of representing the correspondences between visual, conceptual, 

and experiential modalities, particularly as it would seem that here the concept of infinity, or at the 

least the procedural iteration of that concept, is productive of the visual and experiential material of 

infinity.  

Notice that even Borges’ concept of “vertiginous mystery” can only be understood if one 

appreciates the transmodal character of its significations, how, viz., being “vertiginous” is evocative 

both of the experience of dizziness and madness and of the visuality of dizzying forms, that is, of 

mazes, labyrinths, but also simply spirals, one of the simplest visually recursive forms whose placement 

17 Borges 2000: 160. 
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beside the heads, of course, in different cultures designates insanity. Borges’ characterization of “the 

problem of infinity” as a “vertiginous mystery” is placed beside quotes from Schopenhauer that Borges 

raises to encapsulate the significance of recursion in literature, Schopenhauer’s statement that 

“dreaming and wakefulness are the pages of a single book, and that to read them in order is to live, and 

to leaf through them at random, to dream,” as well as his statement that “paintings within paintings 

and books that branch into other books help us sense this oneness.”  One is observing here Borges’ 18

(and Schopenhauer’s) actively reflecting on infinity and self-reference as phenomena that not only can 

be associated with space, with eternal space, and, hence, with heavens and immortality, etc., but which 

seems almost to be generative of space, transforming, in this way, a two-dimensional image on a biscuit 

tin into an “implicitly” infinite rabbit hole. 

The circularity of self-reference, if conceived as a kind of procedural cycle, appears as a 

confusing, swapping, or redoubling of subject and object, and from this referential circularity one is 

close to visual, and to spherical circularities, that of, for instance, walking on a global surface, walking 

toward the horizons that globes presuppose. The sparse, austere character of the visual and sensory 

representations that Pu Songling’s utilizes, particularly in connection with thematic and ideational 

concerns pertaining to circularity, self-reference, and immortality, demands that one possess and 

develop methodological tools that produce valuations at a resolution sufficient to make theses kinds of 

finer distinctions. Invariably, difficult theoretical choices must be made, and remaining silent on 

choices made in no way negates their reality, the reality of having foreclosed upon alternative 

interpretative frameworks. 

18 Ibid 162. 
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In “Su the Immortal” 蘇仙, seemingly simple, indeed idyllic images under analysis reveal 

themselves as symbolic entities that are a part of larger, more complex systems of interaction. The key 

image in question, the “strands of lovely green, slick algae, floating and rippling, that wound around 

the [huge stone] three times,” in this way epitomizes aesthetic principles of simplicity, austerity, and 

abstraction, while at the same time instantiating a symbolic system the course of entry into which 

remains at risk of seeming obscure and unarticulated. In complex ways, the huge stone’s correlation 

with the womb, in particular Su’s womb, interacts with the green algae in its representing some kind of 

immortal essence, phenomenologically correlatable with semen. Simultaneously, the number three 

that is instantiated in the algae’s three revolutions is recognizably significant in different global forms 

of mysticism and related social phenomena, and is also, at least according to orthodox Freudian 

interpretation, of phallic significance.  

What is here easy to overlook is the circular, that is to say the repetitive, and even infinite 

character of the very gesture of the gaze, particularly of the fixated gaze, and of fixation as such. To 

gaze and to fixate is not to look but, first and foremost, to look again, recalling thereby the procedural, 

or reiterative, infinity discussed above. From this perspectival space, one can imagine fixation as calling 

forth infinity in its capacity as movement. Yet, simultaneously, by having an impressive, unmoving 

stone as the object of one’s fixation, infinity as movement is being contrasted with infinity as an 

apparently unchanging, apparently eternal stillness and solidity. These dynamic and, as it were, 

anti-dynamic associations are then also to be understood as occurring amidst complex historical and 

sociological transformations, with celestial origins’ being conceived against the backdrop of real, 

ordinary, “terrestrial,” as it were, copulation and pregnancy, whose associations with impurity, guilt, 

and other social and experiential categories reflects historical social particularities and contingencies. 
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At this stage in the conceptual analysis, one can begin to observe discrete conceptual elements 

emerge out of what before might have appeared as if only an unintelligible mass of mere associations, 

what Borges calls an “arbitrary jumble of broken lines.”  Borges’ pseudo-normative statement 19

in“Labyrinths” that “a labyrinth should be a sophism, not a muddle”  is, in this way, in dialogue with 20

the recursive tin-lid image as a pedagogical illustration of how not only space but also place, how not 

only place but also a place to live, even a place to live eternally, can emerge if the precision and clarity 

of one’s self-representation, viz. of one’s recursivity, is sufficient. In Borges’ famous “The Garden of 

Forking Paths,” not simply a space but a garden emerges, with the infinity of infinite chance variations’ 

producing a fractal-like megaverse, a “labyrinth of labyrinths” that when, reflected upon in its totality, 

makes the protagonist feel as if an “abstract perceiver of the world” disconnected from any one 

particular determinative forking path, any one self-similar part of the fractal, megaversal whole.  In 21

this way, one observes a specifically temporal and probabilistic infinity distinguishing itself from a 

simple circular or cyclical infinity, its having achieved in forking time additional layers of 

dimensionality or meta-dimensionality.  

Procedural infinity akin can be observed in the quintessentially Borgesian formulation of time 

in “The Garden of Forking Paths” and “The Zahir,”  a formulation whereby time’s infinity and its 22

recursivity appear mutually to presuppose each other. This is to say, Borgesian time appears both 

infinite and recursive in such a way that its infinite qualities arise out of its recursive qualities at the 

same time that a countervailing, impossible-seeming dynamic holds, whereby its recursive qualities 

arise out of its infinite qualities. To speak here of infinite qualities’ arising out of recursive qualities is 

19 Quoted in Martinez 2012: 35. 
20 Ibid 35. 
21 Borges 1998: 119-128. 
22 Borges 1998: 242-249. 
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to return to that type of recursion occurring on the image on the tin pan, whereas to speak of a 

countervailing dynamic, viz., time’s recursivity as arising out of its infiniteness, is to speak of the kind 

of infinity foregrounded in “The Garden of Forking Paths,” where it is due to a sort of infinite 

“thoroughness,” a sort of completeness to infinity, that recursion occurs, as here infinite possibility 

meets in the infinite metaversal realization of possibility a vehicle for producing fleeting, fantastic, and 

phenomenal ideational forms according to whose logic all manners of strange, bizarre, and exceptional 

realities are as if fated to appear. The recursivity of A Thousand and One Nights that Borges references 

both in “The Garden of Forking Paths” as well as in “When Fiction Lives in Fiction,” wherein the 

murderous king of the collection’s frame story appears to himself in one of the stories he is being told, 

is also of this latter type, recursivity as arising out of the seemingly infinite abundance of storytelling.  23

It should noted also that this latter element of Borgesian time finds its precise spatial and meta-spatial 

correlates in Borges’ “The Aleph,” where the question arises whether Carlos Argentino named the 

aleph, or whether Carlos Argentino saw the name of the aleph written down -- or the name of the 

“other” real aleph not on Calle Garay whose existence Borges is intent on hypothesizing -- in the 

infinite vision, the view of all views, that the aleph itself produces.   24

Here Guillermo Martinez’s analysis in Borges and Mathematics (2012) provides a key 

conceptual link, his work somewhat unique for introducing from mathematics into literary studies the 

notion of anti-recursion. Martinez’s innovation lies not in his broad definition of recursion (as 

basically the property of anything that has a part that in some ways equals its whole, a definition highly 

23 Borges 2000: 161. 
24 Borges 1998: 274-286. 
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serviceable but unremarkable ) but rather in his formulating a conception of anti-recursion as 25

basically that state of affairs wherein no part replaces the whole, but in which each part is essential.  26

The labyrinths and puzzles that figure so prominently in Borges’ work can be regarded, then, 

as anti-recursive objects, at the same time that their positionality, even perhaps their very terms of 

existence, appears inextricable from recursive phenomena. Metaversal infinity (i.e., the second 

Borgesian sense of time) enables the protagonist in “The Garden of Forking Paths” to realize his very 

particular, very unique path through life that distinguishes itself so fantastically from less meaningful, 

indeed, in a sense, less “perfect” versions of his journey. At the same time, the phenomenological 

experience being produced in this narrative is an uncanny, almost déjà vu sense, and this sense is at 

least as strong as any sense of the absolute uniqueness of the protagonist’s journey and experiences. On 

the contrary, this story appears as if entirely comprised of fugue-like variations on a theme, how, most 

obviously, Yu Tsun’s journey through Britain to murder the sinologist Stephen Albert is an inversion 

of Ts'ui Pen’s murder in China at the hands of a foreigner, but also how the journey to Albert and to 

his translation of Ts'ui Pen’s labyrinth is itself a labyrinthian journey solvable through the right (or is it 

the left?) algorithmic procedure, and how, in the task of rising above the labyrinthian entanglements 

of war and intrigue, Albert’s empty name acts like Daedalus’ wax wings, an oddly pure and transparent 

path toward alerting Germany of his secret.  

That being said, one cannot help but appreciate in Yu Cun an element of monstrous 

combination, perhaps the combination of Daedalus and minotaur, as the wings in question are not 

wax but human, Icarus and Albert’s revealing themselves as if surrogates for Isaac, except a fully 

realized Isaac, an unmediated human sacrifice to mediation as such, to the human and symbol order in 

25 Martinez 2012: 8. 
26 Ibid. 9. 
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some abstract and general sense. After all, it is Stephen Albert whose name is projected into the 

heavens, by electric newswires forking like lightning over countries and countrysides, and it is Stephen 

Albert who, like Icarus, comes under fire, and lives on now iconically in literary memory for having 

done so, alongside Juan Facundo Quiroga, Juan Manuel de Rosas, as well as Borges. And it is by these 

means that one arrives upon the question of which absent signifiers this particular forking fugue 

instantiates, finding perhaps in the absent minotaur, the absent Daedalus and the absent Icarus a 

correlate for the character for time absent from Ts'ui Pen’s labyrinthian novel.  

It should be noted that an interplay between Borges and Pu Songling might even been 

occurring on the level of character and plot, Pu Songling potentially for Borges a loose source of 

inspiration for the character Ts'ui Pen. Indeed, Pu Songling might be the historical Chinese figure (of 

those whom Borges was likely aware) most closely approximating the character Ts'ui Pen, especially 

given that for Borges the other most likely source of inspiration for the character, viz. Cao Xueqin, the 

author of Hong lou Meng, is explicitly referenced in this story in a way that eliminates the possibility of 

identifying Ts'ui Pen with him. In this way, Ts'ui Pen’s labyrinthian novel is arguably as much 

correlate to the massive Liaozhai zhi yi as it is, more obviously perhaps, a reflection of Borges’ own 

anxious, or ironically anxious, alienation from the novel form, as well as being a metaphor for how 

possibly to read both Borges’ and Pu’s work, treating each short story as reiterating a universal form 

that cannot be perfectly expressed in any one instantiation, and so must be continuously reiterated, 

approximating the limit and the limit’s limit, the liminal and meta-liminal space of infinity.  

Pu Songling’s conception of time parallels the Borgesian formulation in a number of precise 

ways, instantiating both forms of the relationship between infiniteness and recursion detailed above, 

and also exemplifying the same interaction between, and interlocking character of, recursive and 
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anti-recursive properties. With representations paralleling those in “Dialogue between Two Dead 

Men,” like the tiger-skin wounds that Quiroga dons eternally, Pu’s stories are sometimes populated by 

dead and undead figures frozen in, tormented by, the moment of their often violent deaths, sometimes 

but not always at their own hands. In “The Mei Girl” 梅女, for instance, the ghost of a suicide victim 

by hanging finds, after death, that she can neither remove the rope from around her neck nor return 

her extended tongue to the mouth.  This ideational form, resonant with Buddhist and Daoist belief, 27

not to mention Dante’s contrepasso, and various forms in different cultures of sympathetic magic and 

apotropaic ritual practice, can be interpreted as infinity’s arising out of recursion, the eternal 

recurrence of the moment of death the specifically unfortunate form in which these undead figures 

achieve immortality.  

At various instances in Pu’s stories, specific ritual procedures must be performed at the chen si 

time of a particular day, chen si 辰巳 roughly speaking between 7 and 11 am, apparently a 

cosmologically significant association in Chinese traditional timekeeping, a liminal spatiotemporal 

specificity that for present purposes might be compared to the Borgesian infinity of “The Garden of 

Forking Paths.”  Sometimes, the chen si liminal moment acts as a critical, even perhaps singular, point 28

of escape from the infinite torments of undesirable forms of immortality. In “The Mei Girl,” the roof 

beam from which the girl hanged must be removed and destroyed in order for the girl to escape her 

infinite life trapped reenacting her suicide, a veritable cycle of redeath. In this story, the chen si period 

is then referenced in the context of contrasting the protagonist’s need to dream with his ghost lover’s 

27 Pu 2008.4: 1263. 
28 The question of the historical specificity of chen si designations in Chinese history is largely outside the bounds of this 
iteration of this paper, so comments must remain tentative and provisional. I have found chen si references that appear in 
texts dating back to the Han era if not earlier, often in what could be characterized as, roughly speaking, ritual contexts. But 
one would hope to see more evidence before assessing whether there is some kind of distinct cultural form at work here that 
Pu is either utilizing or referencing. 
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inability to dream.  In “The Tiger Guest” 苗生, one of Pu stories that Borges chooses for his, as it 29

were, real “Library of Babel,” his voluminous Spanish language anthology of global literature,  a 30

scholar is only able to free himself from his potentially infinite quasi-undead servitude at the hands of a 

god-like tiger being by swapping another soul for his own on a particular day during its chen si period.

  31

Likewise in “Third Lady Lotus” 荷花三娘子, in order to “obtain a beautiful wife as well as a 

long life,” the protagonist must, between 7:00 and 9:00 am on a particular day (viz., the morning 

following receipt of instruction), explore a particular lake to his south, searching for a particular girl 

who was picking water chestnuts and “wearing a crinkly gauze cape the color of ice.”  He is 32

forewarned of the possibility of his losing track of the girl with the cape, which in fact happens, and is 

instructed, in this scenario, to pick a lotus flower nearby where she was lost, as this flower would grow 

to become a girl, or, rather, as it turns out, a fox spirit that manifests itself as a beautiful girl. When the 

scholar attempts to take the girl’s hand, she turns to stone, changing “into a bizarrely-shaped rock 

[about a foot tall] intricately detailed on all sides,”  that the next day is found to have “turned  into a 33

gauze cape, scented with a delicate fragrance” that “felt like something alive and intimate.”  Likewise, 34

upon her final departure, floating up to an immortal spirit world, the scholar “desperately [want[s] to 

pull her down, and manage[s] to grab a shoe” that transforms into “a swallow made of stone” with 

“deep crimson color” “translucent inside and out, as though filled with perfectly clear water.”   35

29 Pu 2008.4: 1266. 
30 http://www.openculture.com/2013/09/jorge-luis-borges-favorite-short-stories.html, 
http://www.openculture.com/2015/12/jorge-luis-borges-picks-33-of-his-favorite-books-to-start-his-famous-library-of-bab
el.html 
31 Pu 2008.6: 2285-2291. 
32 Pu 2008.3: 950. 
33 Ibid. 952. 
34 Ibid. 953. 
35 Ibid. 954. 
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Here one can observe a network of associations in which fetishism and fixation intermingle 

with wonder and a sense of surreality, the sublime, and the uncanny. Within this network, or, rather, 

given this perspective, one can observe stone’s symbolic proximity to a sort of lingering animal essence, 

evoking the use of animal musk in perfume and more generally exemplifying tendencies predicted by 

orthodox Freudian psychoanalytic interpretations of leather clothing, velvet clothing, capes, shoes and 

slipping, shoe and feet bindings, socks and stockings, and similar cultural forms.  36

A comparable network of associations is evoked in yet another one of Pu’s fox stories, in a 

short piece that is remarkable in its being potentially the most recursive, or self-referential, and indeed 

even the most intertextual and meta-literary, of all of Pu’s works. In “A Fox Dream” 狐夢, it is relayed 

that, upon reading another of Pu’s stories, “Qingfeng” 青鳳, one of Pu’s friends Bi Yi’an 畢怡庵, who 

may be a real historical personage but who might also be a metaliterary creation, is inspired to pursue 

his own supernatural experience by sleeping in a room known for being haunted, having a dream of a 

family of fox spirits who appear to him as beautiful sisters.  The fetish symbol of the shoe remerges, as 37

the cup from which Bi drinks transforms into the shoe of the one of the older sisters, appearing against 

the symbolic backdrop of not a tiger or a lion but rather a more mediated form, a meowing cat being 

cradled by the fourth sister, a prankster girl at a liminal age (“perhaps eleven or twelve years”) described 

by the narrator as“stunningly gorgeous” yet also “no more than a child,” who is transferred from lap to 

lap on account of her size, her being on the threshold, conceivably, of childhood and maturity.   38

In a highly remarkable recursive as well as metaliterary moment, Bi is described as being visited 

by the third sister with whom he had made love years before, who had coached him to perceive clearly 

the forking paths of the game of chess but who, returning now, wishes to discuss neither chess nor love 

36 See especially Freud, “Fetishism” (1971). 
37 Ibid 852-858. 
38 Ibid. 854. 
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but seemingly graver matters, asking of her fate, and of the kinds of immortality enjoyed, and not 

enjoyed, by literary creations. It is revealed that it was third sister who originally had urged Bi not to 

confess their secret, their literary and meta-literary birth and reality, to Pu, that person they knew 

whose writing was most suited for reception into the immortalities of literary memory. It is revealed 

also that third sister fears the fate of appearing lackluster in comparison with “Qingfeng,” and with the 

immortal, her fellow immortal, Qingfeng.  
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